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New CHN Reps for 2010,11,12...

Photo: Haida Laas

The newly elected CHN Reps were sworn in Wednesday,
December 16 in Old Massett.
L-R: Lawrence Jones, Old Massett; Guujaaw, President; Reverend Lily Bell; April Churchill-Davis,
Vice-president; Trevor Russ, Old Massett; Robert Davis, Old Massett; Percy Crosby, Skidegate;
John Yeltatzie, Old Massett; and Cindy Boyko, Shaun Cowpar, Jason Alsop, Skidegate.
Story page 13
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Man” (Danial Roberts), “Pamela Rae”
Huteson and DJ “Big Bad” (Peter
Castinoff). Dan Da Man and Big Bad
were both raised in recording studio
environments and performing on
stage, while Pamela Rae is an established author and illustrator, with audio engineering education.

Rez Rap Radio
Goes Live

HAIDA LAAS

The newest on-line Native radio
station—ThunderCloud Radio–went
live 4 pm, Tuesday, December 15th.
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Haida Gwaii: making it right
Vancouver, December 11, 2009
Premier Gordon Campbell announced today that provincial
maps and official documents will now use Haida Gwaii to identify these Islands rather than the Queen Charlotte Islands, which
has been used since 1781.
In 1781, the name, Queen Charlotte Islands, was applied to
these islands by surveyor Captain George Dixon. Dixon used
Queen Charlotte which was the name of one of his ships, which
was named after Queen Charlotte, the wife of King George III of
the United Kingdom. •

- it’s all good 2

“We’re very honored to be representing Native music and the unprecedented contributions it will make,”
said Big Bad, President & DJ of ThunderCloud Radio.

The station is setting out to build an
online location for Indigenous Hip
Hop and R&B and to partner with
organizations that support alcohol
abuse prevention, school drop out
prevention, suicide hot lines, and Native college aspirations; in essence to
give young Natives a direction.
Home of “HU-HAA HITZ,” ThunderCloud Radio is a nonprofit organization and wants reach reservations,
villages and metropolitan tribal
audiences by rep’n and installing
pride in their local music artists, and
leave messages that will imprint the
minds of young adults with directives

&

bears

Coming on the heels of the CHN
signing Kunst’aa guu – Kunst’
aayah: THE BEGINNING with the
Province of BC, new rules, regulations and laws that logging
companies will be working under
are up for final public review this
coming January.
The HG SLUA Open Houses (Haida
Gwaii Strategic Land Use Agreement) is the final opportunity for
citizens to discuss and comment
on the documents that will go forward to become law in the 2010.
The joint CHN/BC process has
taken over a year and a half to
complete and the documents that
citizens are being asked to review

u

Go to www.thundercloudradio.
com for the online broadcast. •

OMVC Election
Results
Results for Chief
Frank Collison
Elvis Davis
John T. Jones

Councillor
32
132
155 ELECTED

Results for four (4) Councillor
positions
John Brown
42
Kevin Brown
102
Sid Davidson
122
Terry Hamilton
110
Ken Rea
156 ELECTED
Hope Setso
119
Lisa White
164 ELECTED
Leslie Williams 152 ELECTED
Harold Yeltatzie 168 ELECTED
Total Votes Cast: 337
Total Spoiled Ballots: 31

ThunderCloud Radio is a threemember partnership, DJ “Dan Da

Fish

concerning healing and personal
growth.

&

cedar

&

all

are based on the Haida Land Use
Vision that sets out to protect and
manage cedar, salmon, black bear,
birds, plants and beach in areas outside of the Haida Protected Areas
(Haida Natural, Cultural and Spiritual
Areas/Conservancies.
This public review is a step to implement the Land Use Agreement that
CHN and BC signed in 2007.
At the open houses there will also
be copies of the Draft Haida Cultural
Sites Management Plans for review
and comment. •

OPEN HOUSE
for the

Haida Gwaii Strategic
Land Use Agreement
Jan 18 – Old Massett Hall
Jan 19 – Port Clements Hall
Jan 20 – Howard Phillips Hall (M)
Jan 21 – Small Hall (Skg)
Jan 22 – QC Hall (QCC)
Jan 23 – Sandspit Hall
4 pm - 8 pm
except Sandspit, which is
10 am -2 pm

EVERYONE WELCOME!
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New Things at
haidanation.ca

Get Connected...
HAIDA CITIZENS!

If you have a business or you
are an artist, you can have a
free listing and link posted
on the Council of the Haida
Nation’s web site.
At over 500 hits a day the
website puts visitors in

CHN’s Environmental Review of the
proposed NaiKun project which
includes an Executive Summary and
the Full Review. These documents
are posted under DOCUMENTS.
(See the HOA report in the November
Haida Laas for more information on
the NaiKun project.)

touch with everything
Haida.
There is no charge; to
be listed just send your
contact information to
editor@haidanation.net
or call 250.559.8755 to
make other arrangements.

• CHN’s letter to the Project Assessment Director at the Environmental
Assessment Office.
• There is a slide show of the Olympic Torch at Kaay Llnagaay at the top
of the list of Photo Galleries.
• CHN Election results with a breakdown for each Region, also the Old
Masset Election results.
• The Gaaysiigang - an ocean forum
for Haida Gwaii proceedings are
posted online in a pdf format.

Photo: Dolores Davis

A dedicated man
Skidegate resident, Dolores
Davis attended her son,
Brian Smith’s, special provincial
ceremony for 35 years of service
at the Ministry of Forests.

The Honourable Steven L. Point, OBC
presents Brian Smith with his service award.
Pat Bell, Minister Responsible for the Integrated Land Management Bureau was also
in attendance.

said. Governor General, Steven
Point presented Mr. Smith with a
gold watch for his years of service
with the Ministry of Forests.

Dolores made the button blanket
and designed the raven and moon
to mark the occasion.

Mr. Smith began his career as a student in Smithers but also worked in
Terrace, Burns Lake, Houston and
Haida Gwaii.

“Brian was the one who thought
of the idea because he never received [a blanket] when he graduated from high school,” Dolores

Mr. Smith received a standing ovation upon receiving his award. The
ceremony was held at Government
House in Victoria.
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Council of the Haida Nation Election Results, 2009
The following is the result of the Elections which were held on December 5, 2009 for
the position of one (1) President, one (1) Vice-president, four (4) Regional for Old
Massett and Skidegate and two (2) Regional for Prince Rupert and Vancouver.
PRESIDENT
BENNET, John			
BROWN, Ronald M.		
GUUJAAW			
PARKE, Beryl I.			
VOTES CAST:
Total Votes Cast: 889

OLD MASSETT
BELL, Laura			
BROWN, Rodney		
BROWN, Wilson			
DAVIS, Robert S.C. (Pedro)
JONES, Lawrence M.		
RUSS, Trevor			
YELTATZIE, John		

ELECTED

Spoiled Ballots: 25

VICE-PRESIDENT
BELLIS, Arnold			
COLLISON, Vincent		
DAVIS-CHURCHILL, April
KERRIGAN, Bernard		
SAMUELS, Cynthia		
VOTES CAST
Total Votes Cast: 894

168
142
492
87

230
85
273
102
204

The Haida Tattoo is an old design used in weaving that looks
much like an sideways “H”. Why
the design is called the Haida
Tattoo is beyond any information one could find. It is design
so old, the origin of it appears to
be unknown other than we know
it’s origins are in Haida Gwaii. The
design is found on many different
Haida weavings from Raven’s Tail
to spruce root baskets. •

ELECTED
ELECTED
ELECTED
ELECTED

VOTES CAST
Total Votes Cast: 1209 Spoiled Ballots: 5
ELECTED

VANCOUVER
DAVIDSON, Allan P.		
EDENSHAW, Jim			
GREENE, Sandra		
RUSS, Corrina			

Spoiled Ballots: 14

VOTES CAST
Total Votes Cast: 136

REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

The Haida Tattoo
Weaving Design

83
128
74
228
232
268
195

PRINCE RUPERT
COLLISON, Pansy		
PARNELL, Frank			

(In by acclamation)
(In by acclamation)

SKIDEGATE
ALSOP, Jason			
BOYKO, Cindy A.		
BROWN, Walker J.		
COWPAR, William Shaun
CROSBY, Percy (Hoss)
DuDoward, Robert		
GLADSTONE-DAVIES, Ruth
POLLARD, Carmen		
WILLIAMS, Cory			
WILLIAMS, Ronald H.		
WILSON, Richard S.		
YOUNG, Robert A.		

131
166
80
119
197
72
93
23
26
92
104
69

ELECTED
ELECTED
ELECTED
ELECTED

VOTES CAST
Total Votes Cast: 1172 Spoiled Ballots: 0
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49
33
37
17

ELECTED
ELECTED

Spoiled Ballots: 0
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The document lays out how the parties will work together and identifies three areas they will concentrate
on: a decision-making framework,
carbon offsets and the acquisition of
forest tenures.
Decision-making Framework
We now enter an era of shared
decision making which will be
achieved through a Haida Hwaii
Management Council.

All photos courtesy of Allan Wilson.

Council of the Haida Nation President, Guujaaw and Premier Gordon Campbell at the
conclusion of signing the Reconciliation Protocol. L-R: 7idanssu, Iljawuus, Gaahlaay,
Sgaann 7iw 7waans.

Kunst’aa guu – Kunst’aayah: The Beginning
Representatives of CHN, Haida citizens and Band Councelor’s witness signing
Friday, December 9, 2009 the
Council of the Haida Nation
signed a document called Kunst’
aa guu – Kunst’ aayah: The
Beginning, with the Province
of BC.

would be put, we negotiated when
we could and drove investment away
when we had to. At the same time,
we extended our hand and offered
to reconcile differences with the
Crown.

The Haida Nation has long recognized that the “treaty process” was
flawed by the positions of the crown
and would not serve our interests.
Instead, our people made some
necessary stands, took to the courts,
made alliances with neighboring first
nations, communities and non-governmental organizations. We spelled
out the uses to which our lands

Over the years, the relationship has
been mainly conflict as the Haida
Nation fought to protect our rights
and those areas of our land that our
people wanted protected.
In this last couple of years, BC has
agreed to the protection of our
natural cultural and spiritual areas,
they also agreed to a lesser degree of

logging managed with more care for
the land and waterways and the life
it encompasses.
Kunst’ aa guu – Kunst’ aayah, is the
beginning of a process towards a
reconciliation (coexist in harmony or
to make compatible) and will include
the involvement of Canada.
The document describes the process
that BC and CHN will work on to
develop and define shared decisionmaking regarding land and resources. The other areas of interest include
social and economic matters. >

PROTOCOL: the original draft, minute or record of a dispatch, declaration, recognition or
other diplomatic document or instrument: a record of propositions agreed to ...
6

The Council will consist of 2 members from the Haida Nation and
2 from the province, a chair will
be appointed by the Council. The
Council will be responsible, for the
implementation of the Haida Gwaii
Strategic Land Use Agreement; determining the allowable annual cut;
forest practices and monitoring. An
implementation plan will be completed within 4-months of signing
the protocol while the processes will
evolve and adapt as necessary.
Carbon Offsets
A natural intact forest has many
inherent values as it regulates the
water into the fish streams, provides
habit for birds and animals as well as
food and medicines for our people.
The forest also absorbs climate altering carbons from the atmosphere.
A carbon offset commodities market
has been developing over the last
few years. The Haida natural, cultural
and spiritual areas (protected areas)
are carbon sinks, and are expected
to qualify as carbon offsets with
considerable value.

Top: The graphic board
announces the protocol
signing. The ceremony was
held in Vancouver, Friday,
December 9, 2009.

The revenue from the sales of these
carbon credits will be used for management of the protected areas,
while any remaining value will be
shared.

Middle: Gitkinjuuwaas (L)
and 7idansuu witness the
document with Premier
Gordon Campbell (C).

Forest Tenures
In 2005, BC committed to a 120,000
cubic metre perpetual forest licence
for the haida nation. This commitment is reconfirmed in this docu-

Bottom: A light moment at
the press confrerence. New
Gwaii Trust chair, Peter Lantin and Old Massett Village
Councillor, Leslie Williams.

Protocol continued next page >

more photos >
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Kunst’aa guu – Kunst’aayah: The Beginning

Protocol from page 7 >
ment. In addition, BC has also put up
funds to acquire forest tenures.
Signing the Document
This protocol will essentially rely on
the goodwill and commitment of the
Crown and the Haida Nation and
may be terminated by either party
at any time. The protocol is without prejudice to Title and does not
compromise our legal position. This
winter we will convene a formal ceremony to give back the name “Queen
Charlotte.”

A copy of the protocol document
can be picked up at either CHN
office. •

by Florence Lockyer
It has already been a year since the
last Old Massett Village Council,
Staff Christmas Celebration. Usually, departments celebrate in their
own way, with their own staff.
Last year, there was a dinner for
staff. But this year was different.
It was the first time in many years
that the whole staff was brought
together to share in a celebration
of appreciation for the staff and
community.
December 4 marked the day of the
Christmas Staff Extravaganza and
it was an extravaganza in the best
sense. The hall was set up the evening before with a stage and the
band’s audio equipment. Which
band you may ask? It was Honey
Brown’s equipment. They were very
instrumental in supporting the star of
the evening—George Leach.
George Leach is Sta’atl’imx artist
from Lillooet. You may have seen
him on APTN. He was also won Best
Male Artist and Best Rock Album at
the 2000 Canadian Aboriginal Music
Awards.

u

Top: The signing begins: L-R
front - George Abbott, Minister of
Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation; Premier Gordon Campbell;
Haida Nation President, Guujaaw;
Vice-president, Arnie Bellis. L-R back:
Sgaann 7iw 7waans, 7idansuu,
Gitkinjuuwaas, Iljawuus, Gaahlaay all
signed as witnesses to the document.
Centre Left: Kay Watson and Betty
Richardson. Centre Right: Vice-president, Arnie Bellis and Old Massett
Rep, Trevor Russ.
Bottom: Iljawuus and Gaahlaay
sign as witnesses to the Protocol
document.

RECONCILE: to restore friendly relations after an estrangement.
8

The hall was decorated during the
day ... and at the start of dinner the
hall was beautifully decorated with
lights, a Christmas tree, and a wondrous centerpiece on each table. The
decorations even adorned the stage
where the much anticipated show
would begin at 9 pm. After dinner
there were draws of gift cards from
the Co-op and TLC, as well as a Netbook and a laptop computer. The
recipients were very happy with their
early gifts!
Dinner was prepared with the expertise and care of the OMVC/NWCC
Culinary Arts Program. It was a full
buffet of Christmas traditions, with
turkey, ham, scalloped potatoes,
stuffing and an assortment of delectable vegetables. This bounty was
served with the helping hands of

Photos: Florence Lockyer

From this day, all new maps will
show the world that these islands are
Haida Gwaii.

Old Massett Decks the Halls, Rock & Roll Style

Top: George
Leach rocked
the halls with
his doubleneck guitar at
the OMVC
Christmas
Extravaganza!
Right: A
large turnout
enjoyed the
food, music
and good
cheer.
councilors and culinary arts students.
To top of the spectacular food, dinner was followed with dessert cakes.
At 9 pm the dance began with the
sounds of Honey Brown, a wellknown band who has played many
venues on Haida Gwaii. Admission
was by donation, with all donations of money and non-perishable
goods going to the Greater Massett
Food Bank. After the awesome set by
Honey Brown, the crowd’s anticipation was met— George Leach and his
band took stage. It was a musical gift
from the Village Council to its staff
9

and community. It was an awesome
gift.
Haaw.aa to Council, the event organizers, and staff and community
helpers who took time and consideration to help set-up, decorate, and
clean-up.
It was definitely an evening of cheer
and appreciation to all... and all had
a good night! •
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Nang Jingwas Potlatch

Submitted by Naa S’aagaas Xaaydagaay

Nang Jingwas Potlatch

November 14, 2009

1.

R

uss Jones was given the name Nang Jingwas
(The One Standing Tall) and became the
chief of Naa S’aagaas Xaaydagaay, at the
potlatch held in the George Brown Recreational
Center at Skidegate.

fresh and smoked salmon, smoked blackcod, oolichan,
k’aaw, prawns and an assortment of appetizers. Each
table had a driftwood-floral centerpiece created by
Marv Garza.

Russ succeeds Dempsey Collinson as chief of their clan
which is a branch of Skidegate Gidins. The clan entered
the hall to one of Agnes Russ’ songs after five coppers belonging to their late Chief were carried
into the hall to witness the event.

Our Clan invites everyone
to the

At the ceremony Russ was dressed by
Dolores Davis, Phyllis Dudoward and
Linda Tollas of the Skedans Ravens. His
regalia consisted of a Raven’s Tail robe
woven by Sgang Gwaay, Russ’ wife,
Dolly Garza. His headdress had an eagle
frontpiece carved by Norm Jackson,
a Tlingit from Ketchikan. The headdress included ermine that belonged
to Dempsey. His new eagle apron was
made by adopted clan sisters Val and
Wendy Malesku. The yellow cedar Eagle-’Wasgo talking stick was carved by
Clayton Gladstone. Jr.

Potlatch for Russ Jones
to take the Chiefs name:

Haaw’a to the three dance groups that performed:
the Hlgaagilda Childrens/Youth dance group, Tluu
Xaade Naay Dancers of Old Massett and the Rainbow
Creek dancers.

aturday, November 14, 2009
Nang Jingwas’ name was given to him
pm, George
Brown Rec Center
by Bud MacIntyre, son of Elsie MacIntyre (née
Russ) Gwaii
and grandson of Agnes
Skidegate,
Haida
Russ. Others of Agnes Russ’ grandchilmony to be
followed
Feast.
dren
belongingwith
to theaclan
who were

there to witness and support the naming were Pearle Pearson, Pauline Gilkin,
(Reschudeled
from June 13,
2009)
Ron MacIntyre
and
Gary Russ; as was
Stan Atkins, who was Agnes Russ’ first great grandchild.
A Naa S’aagaas (E6b) family tree prepared by Dr. Robin
Wright was displayed at the hall entrance.

2.

Haaw’a also to Dolores Churchill’s family who performed several songs to honour the event. A tribute was made to
those Haida who had passed on since
they stood on the line at Athlii Gwaii,
Lyell Island and witnesses were gifted a
copy of the Athlii Gwaii DVD.
Haaw’a to the many speakers including Iljawaas; Sgaann 7iw 7waans; Leo
Gagnon (representing Chief Daayang);
John Bennett (representing 7idansuu); N’aqazei, James Stanley, (speaker,
Eagles Tail House, Ketchikan); Guujaaw;
Arnie Bellis; Paul Pearson; Mary Swanson; Dolores Churchill; Jenny Cross;
Michelle Corfield (representing the
Nuu-chah-nulth); Robert Davidson;
Gary Coons; John Kelly; Marianne
Jones; Gladys Gladstone and Colin
Richardson.

Nang Jingwas
the Naa S’aagaas Xaaydagaay
Skidegate Gidins

1. Kwiaahwah Jones and Leslie
Assu sing the clan into the hall.
2. Kristy Assu entering with
a copper followed by (3) Von
Pitz, (4) Natasha Pearson, (5)
Kai Jones and (6) Cody Assu.
7. l-r: Ron MacIntyre, Pearl
Pearson, and Bud MacIntyre
bring the clan into the hall.

3.

4.

6.

7.

5.

Michele Corfield and her two colleagues, Larry Johnson, Fisheries Chair,
and Don Hall, gifted Nang Jingwas
with a Nuu-chah-nulth paddle as they expressed the support of their people. They spoke of his commitment to
protecting First Nation fishing rights on a local, BC wide
and national level.

The sun broke through the windows as Russ danced
to the chief’s headdress song and spread eagle’s down
from his headdress. He faced the four directions during
the dance and finished facing the chiefs. Nang Jingwas
received a hearty standing ovation by witnesses in the
packed hall. Many commented that it was the first time
they witnessed a newly inaugurated chief do the full
dance with a Raven’s Tail robe. The clan acknowledged
Chief 7idansuu for permission to use his headdress song.
The ceremony was followed with dinner and speeches by
chiefs, representatives and visiting dignitaries. The beautifully decorated tables were laden with seafood including

10

Haaw’a also to the Masters of Ceremony for the event,
Gary Russ and Terri-Lynn Williams-Davidson, and to Jackie
Casey and Sara Eton for opening and closing prayers. A
heartfelt haaw’a to all those who donated food including fish, venison and berries. Haaw’a also to those who
helped with the dinner and setting up with the hall and
especially those who supported the clan and family over
these last few months. Gifts were distributed to all those
who were present to witness the potlatch including a
tote bag with a dogfish design by Tony Greene and a
‘Wasgo silkscreen print by Geoff Greene. •
more photos >
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New Government Reps Sworn In

Nang Jingwas Potlatch – continued
8.

10.

9.

11.

OMVC Chief Councillor, John T.
Jones, MC’d the swearing in of the
new CHN Council.

12.

With over 100 people in attendance
he began the proceedings by reading
out a letter from past Vice-president,
Arnie Bellis. Mr. Bellis was unable
to attend the ceremony: he is in
Vancouver waiting for the arrival of
his first grandchild. Mr. Bellis’ letter
expressed his thanks to the Haida
Nation for the past 6-years and
offfered his continued support of
the CHN and Haida Nation.
Mr. Jones called upon Iljawuus and
Gaahlaay to speak. Iljawuus said to
the new reps that from his many
years of experience, reps should
know that, “Your life and time is
now not your own.”
Gaahlaay reiterated Iljawuus’ words
and thanked the outgoing reps and
welcomed back the President. He
said that the ones on council with
experience were now the ones that
had to teach the new reps. He congratulated everyone and said that he
knew they would do a good job.

13.

John T. Jones thanked OMVC outgoing reps, Terry Hamilton, Hope Steso,
and past Chief Councillor, Elizabeth
Moore for their dedication and service to the community of Old Massett and then called upon Reverend
Lilly Bell to swear in the CHN reps.

8. Dolores Davis and Phyllis
Dudoward show the
Raven’s Tail Chief’s robe.
9. Dolores Davis dresses
Russ Jones.
10.Bud MacIntyre names
Russ Jones—Nang Jingwas.
11.Nang Jingwas performs
the Chief’s Dance.
12.Nang Jingwas is acknowledged by guests and
fellow Chiefs.
13.Guests stand and acknowledge Nang Jingwas.

Ms Bell led the new reps in the Oath
of Office which is the commitment
reps make to uphold the constitution
and policies of the Haida Nation, it
reads as:
I, hereby commit to my people and
declare before all witnesses that I
will:
Represent the Haida Nation, through
the directives of the House of Assembly, as stated in the Haida Constitution and Policies of the Haida Nation

Photos by: Peter Crass & Ramsay Bourquin
Copyright: Urban Rez Productions
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and to uphold the principles of the
Hadia Accord; and
I will serve the Haida Nation without
compromise to the culture entrusted
to us by our ancestors through looking after Haida Gwaii. And
I will respectfully serve this term of
office to the best of my abilities and
in doing so; I uphold the dignity of
the Haida Nation.
At the conclusion of the Oath of Office as reps assembled for photos,
Pauline Wheadon took the opportunity to speak about the need for
people to pay attention, get involved
and become knowledgeable about
the proposed wind farm project.
From there John T. Jones introduced
President, Guujaaw and asked him to
say a few words.
Guujaaw gave an overview of the
battles the Haida Nation has been involved in over the years and the work
and dedication by many, that it has
taken to get to the place the Haida
Nation is now. This work was accomplished because of past councils and
he acknowledged past president, Ron
Brown Jr., who was in attendance, for
his work on the Haida Accord.
Guujaaw then told a story about how
the influence of the Haida Nation has
changed in just 30 years.

ness case, and he said again
that before anything happens the
project will go to a general vote
of the nation.
“This is not an easy job, regardless of
what people thing, but it is rewarding,” he said in his concluding remarks.
Vice-president, April Churchill-Davis
followed Guujaaw.
“Thank you to the leadership, who
has brought us to where we are today,” she said. “Every generation
has worked to reclaim our rightful
place on Haida Gwaii.” She acknowledged that this work had been done
because of the many great leaders in
the nation. “We are a great people
because we work together.”
John T. Jones wrapped the event and
said that over the next few years,
communication will be the key to
success. “I look forward to working
with you,” he said.
New reps will attend an orientation
session in the new year to establish
committee members. Prince Rupert
reps, Pansy Collison and Frank Parnell
and Vancouver reps, Sandra Green
and Allan Davidson will be sworn in
at a later date. •

Years ago stray logs floating in the
inlet were pulled up on the beach
by Skidegate people. Often the local
contractor would come along and
take the logs he wanted and there
was nothing anyone could do about
it. Today, things are different and the
Haida Nation will soon be the major holder of forest tenures on the
islands.
On the proposed wind farm project,
Guujaaw said that there is still work
to do. The CHN is continuing to look
at environmental issues and the busi13

How.aa for the last 6 years
serving as your Vice-president
& Merry Christmas
to everyone.
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Fishing for a Future
Hot off the press! The Gaaysiigang
Organizing Committee has just
released their 52-page magazinestyle proceedings for Gaaysiigang
- an ocean forum for Haida Gwaii.
The magazine covers issues raised
at the forum but with stories rather
than notes and transcripts which are
more common in conference proceedings—as the second page says,
“We do things differently here.”

and Haida Heritage Site, World Wildlife Fund Canada and Fisheries and
Oceans Canada. •

Copies have been distributed but are
also available by calling Haida Fisheries
– 250.626.3302 or emailing Catherine Rigg at catherine.rigg@haidanation.net. The forum was sponsored
by the Council of the Haida Nation,
Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve

Gaaysiigang cover photo: Allan Wilson

Haida Oceans Technical Team Project Manager, Russ Jones, says that
the magazine has been getting a fair
amount of attention from parties involved in the forum and other First
Nations on the coast as marine issues
are a shared concern and groups are
looking for new ways to present their
conference
information.

Writer Ian Lordon spent three days at
the forum and captured the essence
of discussions, weaving in interesting
comments, facts and figures to produce seven stories. The stories range
in topic from “the raise of slime” to
future economic opportunities in the
ocean. In addition there are summaries from each of 20 presentations and
recommendations for moving marine planning forward. The magazine
is fully illustrated and carries many
photos by Barb Wilson, Allan Wilson,
Mike Ambach, Lynn Lee and Debbie
Gardner.

v

Tattooing

it’s new, but it’s,
very, very old

The Best of the Season
to everyone on these
shining Islands.
from the

Council of the Haida Nation,
representatives & staff
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Tattooing: it's new, but it's very, very old
K’aajuu G’aaya, Greg Williams is an artist, a
professional musician, carver, and now a formally
trained and working tattoo artist.
“Tattooing is new but it is very, very
old. Tattoos have been a part of our
culture for thousands of years, our
people put our crests on their bodies. It is a real privilege to work in the
same medium and continue
this practice of tattooing for
our people,” says tatto artist
Greg Williams. “I am only the
first one, but after me there
[will] be more. Our people can
put their crests on their bodies
again and when people come
to Haida Gwaii and see us,
they can leave with Haida art
on their bodies. There hasn’t
been a Haida
tattoo artist for a hundred
years, this is just the beginning. People wear their crests
on their clothing and jewellery, now we can wear them
on our skin. It’s like taking a
piece of your soul and wearing
it on your skin.”

ed special mentoring and training.
These days it is different, but the
same. Williams attended the Tattoo
Academy in Thorold, Ontario which
is the first formal school of tattooing

by Kwiaahwah Jones

2010. Williams will also be opening
the first recording studio in Skidegate
near Haida Ink.
Music is integral to Haida culture and
has a long relationship with tattooing. In my review of the archival CD
set released by the Haida Gwaii Singers Society during the summer of
2009, one song stands out in particular. Simply called, The Tattooing Song, it was sung by John
Wesley in 1913. It belongs to
the Gakyaals Kiigawaay, Skedans Raven clan, of which Williams belongs to. The song’s
soulful and piercing lyrics
translate as, “I should have
never thought I was in the
condition I am in now.” According to the liner notes, “the
song apparently refers to the
decreasing numbers of clan
members.” The song would
have been sung to all people
who were to receive a tattoo
at a house building potlatch.
In the past, tattoos were given
to clan members during the
potlatch of a chieftainship.
Missionary accounts from the
past talk about walking into a
house full of people being tattooed while getting ready for
a potlatch.

This couldn’t be more true.
Williams is the first formally
trained Haida tattoo artist to
practice on Haida Gwaii in a
century. Historically, Haida tattoo artists were seen by outsiders as multi-faceted in ways
of expressing their art. Like
these artists of the past, Williams is a man of many abilities; from composing music,
to creating Haida Gwaii guitars, carving in precious metals
and now, tattooing.

James G. Swan, a researcher,
took notes of the Haida tattoos. In an article published
in 1873 he reported that his
Haida informant was covered
An example of Williams’ tattoo artistry. This tatin tattoos. The informant also
too shows the bottom figure of the old pole that
showed Swan dance moves
stood in Skidegate until a few years ago.
for both men and woman.
The dance moves were never
in Canada. On Haida Gwaii Williams
Williams expresses his privilege and
recorded, Swan only noted that the
enthusiasm for his new trade, as he is has already set up shop informally
Haida had shown him. Swan said
bringing the art to this new/old fron- and has tattooed a number of people that men were tattooed between
but will be going public with a tattoo their shoulders, just below the back
tier. “This is just another way that
shop called Haida Ink in the commer- of the neck, on the breast and front
we can express ourselves and our
cial district of Skidegate near Taaw
art,” he said.
part of both thighs and on the legs
Naay and Skidegate Band Council
below the knee. Woman were tatIn the past, Haida tattooing was
office. Haida Ink will open in January
tooed on the breast, both shoulders,
practiced as a trade which includ16

Tattooing: cont’d
on both forearms, from the elbow
down over the back of the hands to
the knuckles and on both legs below
the knee to the ankle. Makes you
wonder what these dance moves
were like and if they were different
from the way our dancers move in
today. A person’s tattoos were not all
acquired at one potlatch. It would
take several to complete the human
canvas.
In 1883, James Swan collected a
Haida tattoo kit, it is the only complete kit known, and today it sits in
the Smithsonian Institute in Washington DC. The kit includes a stone
palette to mix the red and black pigments (magnetite and hematite),
finely carved cedar brushes, and
four or five cedar batons with various configurations of needles looking like a comb. Before steel needles
were introduced, sharp thorns and
bones were used to pierce the skin.
In those days when you saw someone with many tattoos, you would
have known that it took many potlatches and much currency to tattoo
the crests on their bodies. You would
also know what clan they belonged
to, the amount of pain endured and
the social status gained.
John Swanton also recorded an encounter where Haida were being
tattooed before a potlatch. Everyone
gathered together and they called
everyone in to see. The tattooees
danced in front of the chiefs and
then sat to be tattooed. The tattooing took all day and the cost of
the tattoos was covered in blankets,
he noted.
As we gain more knowledge of our
practices and rights of being Haida
we begin to integrate them into our
lives. Tattoos are just another way in
which we can reclaim our practices.
We now have our first tattoo artist
working and living in our community
and as Williams said, “It’s just the
beginning.” •

Terri-Lynn Williams-Davidson wins Best Female
Traditional/Cultural Roots award.

Terri-Lynn Williams Davidson accepting the award at the 2009 Canadian Aboriginal Music Awards in Hamilton, Ontario.

Shining new light on old songs
The Haida Gwaii Singers Society received more recognition for
its Legacy Project. The CD Lalaxaaygans: Beautiful Sound, TerriLynn Williams-Davidson received the Best Female Traditional/
Cultural Roots at the 2009 Canadian Aboriginal Music Awards.
The award was presented at an awards gala on November 27, 2009
at the Hamilton Place Theatre in Hamilton, Ontario. The 11th CAMA
awards ceremony was dedicated to Mother Earth, and Williams-Davidson opened the evening with a love song for Mother Earth.
The Awards Ceremony will be televised at a later date on CityTV.
This is the second CAMA for Williams-Davidson, who last year received the prestigious Keeper of Traditions special honour award for
her dedication to Haida musical traditions. Bruce Ruddell, the producer for the Haida Gwaii Singers Legacy Project, was also honoured
last year with the “Industry Builder” special honour award.
“The CAMA awards gala ceremony was an inspiring experience: to
share the stage with diverse aboriginal talent across Canada, including the iconic Buffy Ste. Marie! It is exciting for our ancient musical
traditions to gain wider recognition, and to help shine a light on the
beautiful songs of the Haida Nation”, said Williams-Davidson.
The goal of the Haida Gwaii Singers’ Legacy Project
is to give new voice to ancient songs. •
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BC grants NaiKun EA
Certificate

COUNCIL OF THE HAIDA NATION
REQUEST FOR EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST
The Council of the Haida Nation is seeking expressions of interest
for people wanting to lease halibut quota and/or a halibut licence for
the 2010 season.
The Council of the Haida Nation is also seeking expressions of
interest for people wanting to lease salmon licences for the 2010
season (5 troll, 6 gillnet licences available).
Preference will be given to persons of Haida ancestry with previous
experience in these fisheries.
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS
Expressions of interest must be received by the following dates to be
considered:
Friday, January 15, 2010 at 4 pm for halibut licence and/or quota
Friday, February 19, 2010 at 4 pm for salmon gillnet or troll licences
Mail or fax applications to:
Haida Fisheries Program
Attention: Irene Bruce
P.O. Box 98, Skidegate, Haida Gwaii
VOT 1SO
Fax: 250-559-8951
After the closing date, the CHN may select individuals and enter
into contract arrangements without further public notices.

NaiKun Wind Development has received an environmental assessment
(EA) certificate from the Province of
BC for its proposed offshore wind
energy project. But for the project to
proceed, NaiKun needs environmental approval from the government of
Canada and the
Haida Nation.
Environment Minister Barry Penner and
Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
Minister Blair Lekstrom made the decision to grant the EA.
The BC Environmental Assessment
Office report, upon which the approval
is based, concluded the project is not
likely to have significant adverse effects,
based on the conditions of the EA
certificate.
The provincial EA certificate does contain 100 conditions that NaiKun must
implement throughout various stages
of the project.
The list of conditions include:
• Undertake a joint research project
with the local crab fishery to document
Dungeness crab movement at Dogfish
Bank.
• Undertake additional modeling prior
to construction and monitoring to verify
predictions on movement of sediment
relative to beaches and navigation in
the area.
• Implement an adaptive management
plan for marine birds.
• Implement a monitoring plan to identify any unforeseen impacts to values
and recreational use of Naikoon Provincial Park.
Before the project can proceed, NaiKun
will need to obtain the necessary provincial licenses, leases, approval from
the Council of the Haida Nation as well
as necessary federal approvals.

Gwaii Haanas

Gwaii Haanas

National Park Reserve and
Haida Heritage Site

Réserve de Parc National Et Site
Du Patrimoine Haïda

Invites proposals for the
management of the Sandspit
Visitor Information Centre

Recueille les propositions de
gestion pour le Centre d’accueil de
Sandspit

This is a great opportunity for an
entrepreneurial individual or
organization to take on an established
business opportunity and carry the
Visitor Centre forward. The successful
proposal will lead to a 2 year contract
for 2010 and 2011.

Il s’agit d’une occasion extraordinaire
pour les personnes ou les organisations
ayant un sens de l’entrepreneuriat
aiguisé de reprendre une possibilité
d’affaires et de faire progresser le Centre
d’accueil. Le soumissionnaire retenu
obtiendra un contrat de deux ans pour
2010 et 2011.

An Information Session will take place
on January 6, 2010 at 9:30 AM at the
Sandspit Visitor Information Centre.
Anyone planning to submit a proposal
should attend this information session.

Une séance d’information aura lieu le 6
janvier 2010, à 9 h 30, au Centre
d’accueil de Sandspit. Toutes les
personnes qui désirent soumettre une
proposition devraient participer à cette
séance d’information.

Deadline for proposals is:
January 15, 2010 at 4:00 PM.

Date limite de réception des
propositions : Le 15 janvier 2010, à 16 h.

For information or to pick up a proposal
package please contact:

Pour obtenir des renseignements ou un
dossier de proposition, veuillez
communiquer avec :

Ceitlynn Epners
Visitor Services Coordinator
Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve and Haida
Heritage Site
Gwaii Haanas Administrative Office
Haida Heritage Centre
60 Second Beach Road, Skidegate

Ceitlynn Epners
Coordonatrice des services d’accueil
Gwaii Haanas Réserve de parc national et site du
patrimoine haïda
Centre administratif du parc Gwaii Haanas
Haida Heritage Centre
60 rue Second Beach, Skidegate

Phone: (250) 559-8818
Email: ceitlynn.epners@pc.gc.ca
Mail: Box 37, Queen Charlotte, BC V0T 1S0

Téléphone: (250) 559-8818
Courriel: ceitlynn.epners@pc.gc.ca
Poste: C.P. 37, Queen Charlotte, C-B V0T 1S0

u

More information on the environmental assessment certificate can be
found at www.eao.gov.bc.ca. •
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HAIDA GAMES: Lahal (stick game)
by Kwiaahwah Jones

Photo: Kwiaahwah Jones

“It is not so true to say that cheating was fair in Haida gambling as to say
that it was part of the game”.

A

Recorded by Swanton in Contributions to the Ethnology of the Haida.

great gambling game on the north west
coast is Lahal or the StickGame. It’s played
with a set of sticks, each one being four
or five inches long and the number of
sticks varied from 10 to as many as 80 and are usually made from a hard wood such as Yew, or Crabapple. There are two fine examples in the Haida
Gwaii Musuem collection. The sticks in the Museum
are of superior quality, finely polished and meticulously decorated. Each stick bears its own name with
a corresponding design. In the game, one stick is
left blank and it is called the Djil or the trump. The
objective is to shuffle the sticks and place them in
two to four piles, and then for an opponent to guess
which pile the Djil is in. The game is based on guessing but also uses trick like slight of hand or distractions. The game is very addictive. Stories tell of entire
towns being wrapped up in the excitement of the
game, and sometimes even the towns themselves
could be wagered for a chance to win big.

20

One historic account of a game mentions one gamble and a particular stick called the stick that might fly
away. In a slick, slight of hand, the gambler threw his
sticks in the air and a bird flew from his hand to the
other side of the house, to show the transformation
of gambling stick
to bird.
Another account in Sound of Gambling Sticks, the
Sinxiigangu story recorded by Swanton, tells about
how the player would cheat with magic gambling
sticks that came from a supernatural being. But, before the player cheated he passed out the sweetest
chewing tabacco so that if anyone saw the trickery
they would not say anything as the tobacco was so
good. During game time the art of distraction could
be very elaborate, and, “It’s not so true to say that
cheating was fair in the Haida gambling as to say that
it was part of the game.” •

